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The book, developing the quantum mechanics of a particle moving on a straight line concurrently with the
mathematical apparatus, grew out of a course in applications of operator theory. The author writes in the
Preface that he decided “to pick a branch of physics and to develop the theory from the very beginning
…in a mathematical way without describing the experimental evidence that gave rise to the theory. I
gave a few simple postulates assuming no background in physics and as little background in mathematics
as possible. The students were asked to accept these few postulates and not to try to understand the
reasoning that led to them. Then I gradually introduced the powerful mathematical techniques that help
answer questions that are important to the physical theory. Only those mathematical methods that are
needed for the physics are introduced, and they are introduced when they are required. From the very
beginning it is possible to motivate the entire exposition. The student sees clearly the purpose of the
method and understands the accomplishment.”
This style of presentation proves particularly useful for mathematics students who want to learn the
fundamentals of quantum mechanics in a familiar setting, without the ballast of empirical justifications.
The physics student, on the other hand, may enjoy the book as a course in operator theory strictly
centered around those problems of immediate relevance to the physical theory. The interested student of
either discipline may venture further into the physical or mathematical aspects on this basis, with the
advantage of having developed some awareness of the interface between the two.
For a detailed account of the material presented in this book, we refer to the review of the first edition
[New York, Oxford: North Holland (1981; Zbl 0456.47012)] of which the present book is a faithful and
unabridged reproduction.
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